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Blueﬁn On Bringing All
The Best ‘Gundam’ Model
Kits And ‘Dragon Ball’
Toys Westward
Ollie Barder Contributor
Games
I cover gaming in Japan as well as the pop-culture here.

The S.H.Figuarts line has an amazing selection of 'Dragon Ball' toys.

BANDAI SPIRITS

It’s been a little over a year since Bandai Namco acquired a large
stock of U.S. distributor Bluefin and quite a lot has happened. I
caught up with both Adam Newman and Steve Fujimura to see
how the transition has gone and what awaits us toy and model kit
fans in the near future.
Back in 2016, I spoke with Adam when we was working for the
Tamashii Nations brand, which is now known as Bandai Spirits.
These days he is the CMO of Bluefin and working with the CEO,
Steve.
So now that the dust has settled, I wanted to know how the merger
had gone and Adam was happy to explain.
“Good, but with any merger and acquisition there is always a
period of adaptation and adjustment. We are definitely still in that
period. I can honestly say that after a year, there have been some
great and positive effects that have come about.”
Steve then quickly followed up, “I think the integration has gone
well and from my perspective, the additional resources, especially
at the executive level, have been amazing for the organization.”
Adam went onto clarify further “Obviously we have better
communication with the other Bandai departments now that it is
part of the Bandai Namco group. Working with my old colleagues
basically. Such as in our hobby and collectors departments, so
Tamashii Nations and Bandai Spirits. Along with candy and
Shogukan at Bandai. So that's been really positive for Bluefin. In
addition to that, as I come from a manufacturing background,
working with our non-Bandai partners and working closely with
our brand management team and working with them to make some
really big improvements in communicating with our third-party
companies. So representing things like Storm, Studio Ghibli
brands will see some big improvements. With Flame Toys, we
have seen some big growth with our Transformers model kits, by
using the same marketing approach that we did with Gunpla. In
that, our brand manager for Flame Toys is someone who is really
experienced with Gunpla, so we are taking a lot of the model kit
know-how that we have and applying it. So it's not just a dedicated
internal distribution, I mean our COO and I as well as other people
that have come over from Bandai. That helps to instill a
manufacturer's perspective into a distributor is really going to help
our other non-Bandai brands as well.”
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It also seems that events also play a big role now, as Steve
explained.
“Where this has had an impact is definitely in promotion and
marketing. Trade shows were one of Bluefin's previous strengths
and as you have seen at some of the events, we have done this year
they have really improved. Especially at larger events like Anime
Expo as well as San Diego and New York Comic-Con. The other
advantage as we will develop our direct to consumer
opportunities.”

Bandai Spirits doesn't just handle anime licenses, but things like Marvel as well.
BANDAI SPIRITS

The interesting thing here is how the interaction with the audience
has had an effect on retail. That this kind of tactile media,
especially in the form of hands-on workshops with model kits, is
really beginning to make an impact, as Adam explains.
“Further on the distribution, we see the obvious digital growth
with direct to consumer opportunities but for us, touchpoints are
always critical. So one of the key things we see chances for
growth are things like events, which are a new frontier for Bandai.
So we have already seen lots of positive results from that. We
really want to leverage that into real-world shops though and there
are opportunities there to really expand the display, presentation
and engagement that we have. For instance, model kits have been
huge for us because we are not just looking at an Ages 15+
collector, we are actually seeing a lot of families participate. We
had our first successful workshop launch at Barnes & Noble in
November last year, at 60 stores. It was phenomenal really and
had a huge impact. Getting the displays and engagement that we
normally offer at events into stores has done really well. Even
taking that a step further, if we want to take this kind of thing to
other store chains and bring the Gundam Base formula as a pop-up
in other shops, that would be great as we see so much success with
this kind of thing at events. We really want to replicate that at
retail.
“Gundam and Dragon Ball are still our strongest IPs but we have
seen some recent success with other anime, as anime is no longer
the niche content that we're used to thinking it is. I mean, with all
the new content with streaming at places like Netflix, we also see
Hulu and Crunchyroll engaging a broader demographic. More
recent titles show greater success, such as My Hero Academia and
actually sticking with the audience. We definitely see that a lot of
anime properties get more traction these days. Shows like Demon
Slayer were very popular at New York Comic-Con for us. So there
are definitely more opportunities out there for things other than
Gundam and Dragon Ball. As for product lines, I think there is a
lot more that we could be doing our hobby and model kits. With
them manufactured in Japan with lots of patented technologies, we
see a lot more engagement across generations, it makes model kit
building a more relatable and tactile form of media. After all, this
could end something like Lego and exist in its own right.
“While we can't preview anything now, but we still have Western
IP covered, so Star Wars model kits, as well as our movie
realization lines, are ongoing. Marvel and DC are also ongoing as
well. I don't think we are actually pursuing Western IP, we were
before though. As I was saying back then that we really needed
Pacific Rim. I mean, any time there is a giant robot involved, that
was me commenting from my days at Tamashii Nations. However,
one of the things we are looking at right now is really pushing our
tentpole franchises like Gundam, so whatever comes out of that in
terms of new anime and leading up to the eventual box office
release in the next few years that they are planning right now. So
that's what we are really working on now and just building out
Gundam into what will become a massive tentpole launch.
“In the collectibles arena, we have seen some important areas of
expansion, particularly with mass and big-box chains. Several
national chains are starting to stock more collectibles now. We
have noticed that a lot of entertainment sections where they were
selling DVDs and gaming accessories are now transitioning into
something else. In that, these retail spaces are finding that not so
many traditional toys but more of the mid-tier price point
collectibles, even if its casual collectibles. So, when it used to be
more a toys/action area, it is now more about collectibles. Neca,
Funko etc. We've now entered that area with our Gundam
Universe figures. We are now in Walmart, Target and even
Walgreens with those products. We also have some of our
Shogukan line-up in there as well.”
However, the next year looks to be a challenging one but not
without some interesting opportunities, as Adam went onto clarify.
“I think there are a couple of challenges that we are facing. One of
them is the volatile situation with tariffs and the trade war with
China. We are fortunate enough that two of our biggest brands,
one of those being hobby, is manufactured in Japan but I know on
the collector's side for Tamashii Nations we are opening up
production in Vietnam. So that is a challenge that we are definitely
having to consider. The other challenge that we have is some of
the difficulty in specialty retail right now. Gamestop posted some
financial reports that aren't overwhelmingly optimistic right now.
We are in discussions with them because as I mentioned before,
Gamestop and especially their Think Geek store format is ideal
location for us. We want to work very closely and enhance the
merchandise levels that we have at these stores and we want to
continue to offer these critical touchpoints of engagement for our
brand. Like I said, we had the workshop at Barnes & Noble that
was extremely successful. We're also having another workshop at
Ebgames, which is a chain in Canada. However, we've lost Toys R'
Us, where we had an excellent display there. Recently there were
two new Toys R' Us stores that popped up, one in Houston and the
other in New Jersey. So we're always looking for that. It's a
challenge to gauge what is happening financially but at the same
time make sure we are still in these stores.
“So for 2020, we are ramping up Gundam. For anyone that was
present during the 2019 San Diego Comic Con and New York
Comic Con they would have probably noticed the large statues we
had with Gundam and how we had the entire facades of hotels
decorated in Gundam. I mean these kinds of things were what
you'd expect from a large studio like Disney. We're kinda taking
over the pop-culture events scene. So before where we were
displaying even Bandai was investing money in displays but
things are really growing where we are now becoming the main
attraction for pop-culture events, the big ones. We also had a really
successful Anime NYC, which is a newer event. So from Bandai
and Bluefin I think you are going to see more entertainment value
at these events. A lot of it this year will be on the continued
ramping up of Gundam and that's part of our goals. I mean, to use
these types of events to bridge out and engage more of our
fanbase.”

Despite their small size, the S.H.Figuarts toys are impressively detailed.
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While the events and hands-on side of things seems to be
burgeoning what is particular noteworthy was something Steve
quickly pointed out.
“The other big thing for 2020 is that we will be making Premium
Bandai available in the US.”
For fans of Gundam and especially anime related figures and toys,
not to mention model kits, this is great news. There are some
many great releases available on Premium Bandai but up until
now, the service has only been available in Asia. So this is
definitely a welcome development.
Following that, I was curious what mecha related releases were
planned and Adam covered that off accordingly.
“In terms of major mecha toy releases, more Gundam for sure.
Evangelion is another big one. Definitely, Evangelion will also be
a focus for us during 2020, what with the new movie release
planned. You can expect multiple categories across Tamashii
Nations and Hobby of course.
“For Bluefin, Gundam is our number one IP in the US but our
most popular is probably Dragon Ball. To clarify, our most
popular Japanese license but now it has permeated pop-culture in
such a way that I would say Dragon Ball is now the most popular.
As for my personal favorite, I have always been partial to our
Movie Realization and Manga Realization lines, because they
represent us taking a Western license and putting an aesthetic on
there via Takayuki Takeya, who is a very famous sculptor in
Japan. I mean, these are such unique product lines, even though
they cover Western properties. We are also getting a lot of
attention to all the Star Wars related things happening these days.
So that's a personal favorite of mine that I have been working very
closely with. We've also had a lot of attention put on these lines
recently with the new Star Wars content that has been coming out.
We did an original promotional comic with Marvel for the Manga
Realization line, to coincide with a release of Wolverine. So that's
one I really liked. In terms of most popular, it's definitely Dragon
Ball and Gundam as we continue to get such volume and we have
such a growing fanbase. That said, we do get requests to more
Naruto stuff as well. It's been around for long enough that the
fanbase has broadened out. So you have new entries and people
that are aging who are more serious about collecting. One of the
fastest-growing licenses, especially in 2019, was Godzilla. We had
tremendous success with the S.H. MonsterArts line for that. As far
as general growth right now, we know that My Hero Academia is
really popular and we have some items on the way for that. It's
kind of doing what Naruto did a while back, in that it's reaching
out to fans that aren't necessarily super into anime.”
It seems that Gundam is also a personal favorite of Steve’s, which
he explained as we were finishing off.
“My favorite is Gundam, but there was one thing I wanted to pass
along about this. In that, there was this list of the 25 highestgrossing media franchises of all time. Pokémon was number one
but to my surprise, Gundam was ranked 13th. This is above
Batman, Barbie and Toy Story. So I was surprised to see that. I
think that Gundam is also growing for us pretty significantly.”
If you’re curious about what events Bluefin will be attending this
year, then feel free to check out their site and see if there’s
anything happening in your area.
Follow me on Twitter, Facebook and YouTube. I also
manage Mecha Damashii and do toy reviews over at hobbylink.tv.
Read my Forbes blog here.

Ollie Barder
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There was a time when noise-cancelling headphones were hard to
find, with just a small handful of models to choose from. Things
have changed—these days, every major headphone brand has
embraced noise cancellation, giving you a lot of options. The best
noise-cancelling headphones let you listen to audio while blocking
virtually all of the noise of the outside world, making them great
for travel, wandering around noisy streets, and even isolating
yourself at home or in the office.
And while noise cancelling is still considered a premium feature
on many headphones, you don’t have to spend a fortune to get it.
Certainly, headphones like the Apple AirPods Max ($550) and
Bose Noise Cancelling Headphones 700 ($339) are substantially
pricier than average, but you can get decent headphones with noise
cancelling for well under $100. The Anker Soundcore Life Q20
($60) is an example of an excellent budget model that won’t
offend your ears.
You owe it to your ears to step up to noise-cancelling headphones.
There are headphones in a variety of styles to suit every budget
and audio need. We’ve rounded up eight of the best noisecancelling headphones you can slip over (or into) your ears today.
Read on to see which is the right one for you.
Best Noise-Cancelling Headphones Overall: Bose Noise
Cancelling Headphones 700
Best Noise Cancellation Performance: Sony WH1000XM4
Best Noise-Cancelling Headphones for iPhone Users:
Apple AirPods Max
Best Premium Noise-Cancelling Headphones: Master &
Dynamic MW65
Best Budget Noise-Cancelling Headphones: Anker
Soundcore Life Q20
Best Mid-Priced Noise-Cancelling Headphones:
Sennheiser HD 450BT
Best Noise-Cancelling Earbuds: Apple AirPods Pro
Best Noise-Cancelling Headphones for Workouts: Sony
WF-SP800N
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Best Noise-Cancelling Headphones
Overall
Bose Noise Cancelling Headphones 700

AMAZON

Bose Noise Cancelling Headphones
700
BUY FROM AMAZON

Style: Over-the-ear | Weight: 9.7 ounces | Battery Life: 20 hours
For years, Bose ruled the noise-canceling roost with its
QuietComfort series. But with superb alternatives from Sony,
Apple and others these days, Bose now offers the Noise
Cancelling Headphones 700. These are superb headphones—they
offer excellent noise cancellation, are comfortable to wear, work
great for phone calls and even have hands-free voice assistance
from Alexa and Bose AR.
If you’re used to the look and feel of QuietComfort headphones,
the 700 are radically different. Instead of plastic, the headband is
machined from stainless steel and doesn’t fold up; it simply lies
flat for storage. But looks aren’t the only change; there’s now
USB-C for charging and, and Bose introduced better noise
cancellation with a side tone feature in which you can hear
yourself in the audio mix, so you don’t sound like a crazy person
when talking while wearing them. With a tap, you can also enter a
“transparency mode” to easily hear the world around you.
It would be nice if the headphones offered more than 20 hours of
battery life, but even so, all things considered, the Bose Noise
Cancelling Headphones 700 rank among the best headphones you
can buy.

Best Headphones for Pure Noise
Cancellation
Sony Noise Cancelling Headphones WH1000XM4
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Sony WH-1000XM4
BUY FROM AMAZON

Style: Over-the-ear | Weight: 9 ounces | Battery Life: 30 hours
In the $250-and-up price range, most premium headphones are
pretty darned good. It’s hard to make an objectively bad choice
among the big name models. But Sony’s WH-1000XM4 are the
cream of the crop—even as an incremental improvement over last
year’s excellent XM3 model—and noticeably better at noise
cancellation than almost any other pair on the market.
In addition to the noise cancellation, the 30-hour battery life is
especially impressive. One way Sony ekes out that much runtime
is through another convenience; sensors automatically pause audio
when you take them off your ears. Sony also has a feature called
Speak-to-Chat. Enable it, and the audio will automatically pause
when you start talking, so you don’t need to manually pause music
or remove headphones to have a normal conversation. If you
prefer, you can use Quick Attention Mode instead, which lets you
cover the right ear cup to pause the audio and listen in to what
someone has to say.
The headphones themselves aren’t especially sexy, but the simple
design relies on touch controls instead of buttons and, for most
people, should fit comfortably with oversized, padded earcups.

Best Noise-Cancelling Headphones for
iPhone Users
Apple AirPods Max

BESTBUY

Apple AirPods Max
$549
BUY FROM BESTBUY

Style: Over-the-ear | Weight: 13.6 ounces | Battery Life: 20
hours
Even though they’re among the most expensive noise-cancelling
headphones you can buy, the AirPods Max are not the best in class
—but they’re close. They do a lot of things very, very well, putting
them on par with other premium headphones that cost as much as
$200 less. In other words, we object to the “Apple tax” that has
priced these headphones so far outside the mainstream.
Even so, these are unequivocally the best headphones for iPhone
users, and are superb audio gear in general. They look stunning
clad in aluminum with a stainless steel frame, and they fit
comfortably with memory foam pads. The AirPods Max deliver
very good sound with high-fidelity AptX HD support and very
good noise cancellation.
While they work with any Bluetooth device, these headphones are
designed with iOS users in mind, and that’s where they excel.
They have Apple’s H1 chip for easy pairing, excellent range and
automatic switching among your iOS devices. There’s also
always-on Siri as well as support for Apple’s spatial audio (also
available in the AirPods Pro) that positions you within a 3D audio
soundstage.
There are some minor quibbles. The case looks weird, for example
—enough so that it’s downright embarrassing to carry around
outdoors—and you might not appreciate the headphone’s
automatic power management. Tthere’s no way to turn them on or
off since the headphones manage all that on their own. Also
lacking is a function to listen in wired mode if the battery dies. But
those are small concerns compared to the price tag.
For more, read our full AirPods Max review.
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Best Premium Noise-Cancelling
Headphones
Master & Dynamic MW65

AMAZON

Master & Dynamic MW65
BUY FROM AMAZON

Style: Over-the-ear | Weight: 8.6 ounces | Battery Life: 24 hours
Although they’re some of the most expensive noise-cancelling
headphones you can buy, the Master & Dynamic MW65 are worth
every penny. It owes the praise to audiophile-friendly sound
reproduction, the fine leather-wrapped finish and excellent noise
cancellation performance. In fact, the styling will appeal to anyone
who truly values aesthetics; the anodized aluminum earcups,
stitched leather headband and supple lambskin earpads add up to
an experience that seems more premium than the pricier Apple
AirPods Max.
It’s worth noting that the various finishes are often priced
differently. You’ll generally pay the most for the gunmetal/black
design (pictured above) but the silver/brown model is sometimes
much cheaper, as low as $350.
Regrettably, there’s no “transparency mode” or other easy ways to
quickly hear the outside world, but the MW65 have convenient
buttons on both earcups to control volume and noise-cancelling
modes as well as invoking Google Assistant for voice control. And
if the battery should die, you can plug the headphones in to keep
listening with the included, elegantly braided audio cable.

Best Budget Noise-Cancelling
Headphones
Anker Soundcore Life Q20

AMAZON

Anker Soundcore Life Q20
BUY FROM AMAZON

Style: Over-the-ear | Weight: 9.3 ounces | Battery Life: 40 hours
There was a time when if you wanted noise cancellation in
headphones, you’d have to spend a few hundred dollars—and
many of the models in this roundup still cost that much. Audio
engineering is expensive, and premium brands aren’t shy to charge
those premiums to those looking for the best quality. But in recent
years, a number of smaller brands have released solid-performing
noise-cancelling headphones at discount prices. Anker is perhaps
the best of them, and the company’s Soundcore Life Q20 are
remarkably good for a price tag that’s well under $100.
Make no mistake: If you directly compared the Soundcore Life
Q20 side-by-side with, say, the Bose Noise Cancelling
Headphones 700, you’d immediately notice that Anker’s noise
cancelling isn’t as effective, nor is the audio as clear or balanced.
But we don’t listen to music that way, and the Anker headphones
sound pretty good on their own.
They feel reasonably comfortable and sound fine, with crisp high
ends and reasonable bass that doesn’t sound indistinct or muddy.
Throw in an impressive 40-hour battery life and a noise-cancelling
mode that doesn’t create a lot of annoying hiss (some cheap NC
headphones can sound so “hissy” that it’s downright distracting),
and the Soundcore Life Q20 offer a great way to get into noise
cancelling without spending a fortune.

Best Mid-Priced Noise-Cancelling
Headphones
Sennheiser HD 450BT

AMAZON

Sennheiser HD 450BT
BUY FROM AMAZON

Style: Over-the-ear | Weight: 8.4 ounces | Battery Life: 30 hours
The Sennheiser HD 450BT is something of a happy medium. With
excellent audio performance and very good noise cancellation,
they cost about half of what other leading headphones sell for,
making them a good mid-priced alternative to models like the
Apple AirPods Max, Master & Dynamic MW65 and Bose Noise
Cancelling Headphones 700. Yes, they list for $200, but you can
usually get them for around $150—and if they’re not priced that
low when you’re ready to buy, it’s a good idea to wait. The lower
price will come back.
The 450BT works with a slew of high-quality audio formats
including AAC and AptX and, unlike many headphones, has an
adjustable equalizer you can configure on the mobile app for
Android or iPhone. The fit is comfortable (the earpads have a
thick helping of memory foam) and you can use the headphones
wirelessly or in wired mode. Unfortunately, you only get one
noise-cancelling mode—it’s either on or off and there’s no
ambient pass-through—but it’s effective, especially considering
the price.

Best Noise-Cancelling Earbuds
Apple AirPods Pro
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Apple AirPods Pro
BUY FROM AMAZON

Style: In-ear | Weight: 1.6 ounces | Battery Life: 4.5 hours
(single charge); 24 hours (with charging case capacity)
Want something more subtle than enormous over-ear headphones?
Apple’s AirPods Pro have become one of the most popular earbud
options on the market, thanks in equal part to Apple’s branding
and their diminutive design. Thanks to Apple’s W1 chip,
Bluetooth pairing is effortless and they switch seamlessly between
your iOS devices. And Android users aren’t locked out, either.
Unlike the less expensive (and non-noise-cancelling) AirPods, the
AirPods Pro rely on a set of silicone ear tips to fit snugly in your
ear canal, so finding the right fit may take some trial and error.
Once you’re up and running, though, they offer remarkably good
noise cancellation—similar to what you’ll find in much pricier
headphones. What you’re missing is pure audiophile sound
quality. While they sound very good for earbuds, remember that
the law of physics limits how deep and rich the bass can sound
through drivers that measure about 24mm in diameter.
Even so, the AirPods Pro are remarkable. You get Apple’s new
spatial audio system for positioning you within a 3D soundstage, a
sweatproof IPX4 rating, transparency mode for hearing the outside
world and excellent phone call quality.

Best Noise-Cancelling Earbuds For
Workouts
Sony WF-SP800N

AMAZON

Sony WF-SP800N
BUY FROM AMAZON

Style: In-ear | Weight: 2.1 ounces | Battery Life: 9 hours (single
charge); 18 hours (With charging case)
If you’re looking for earbuds that can carry you through workouts
and daily exercise, take a hard look at the Sony WF-SP800N.
Other earbuds will work, after a fashion—the Apple AirPods Pro,
for example, are sweatproof as well, but these have a more robust
IP55 rating. And this mostly comes down to a matter of personal
preference or anatomical variance, but the WF-SP800N try to
provide a more secure fit with ear fins, so you won’t need to worry
so much about them coming lose while exercising.
The earbuds feature touch sensors on the outside to easily adjust
your volume, skip songs and more. Need to pause the music and
hear the outside world? Just tap and hold the left earbud. When
you let go, the music resumes. Sony’s Extra Bass feature lives up
to its namesake by packing a deeper bass response into the buds,
and you get voice commands via Alexa as well. Especially
noteworthy is the nine-hour battery life between charges
FORBES.COM
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How Does Noise Cancellation Work?
There are two main kinds of noise cancellation: passive and active.
Most over-the-ear or on-the-ear headphones offer some sort of
passive noise cancellation. Headphones can isolate you from
outside sounds with padding, like the thick memory foam cushions
on earpads that create a light seal between you and the outside
world. Even some in-ear earbuds provide limited passive noise
cancelling as well with silicone tips that can seal the ear canal.
Passive cancellation can only get you so far, though, which is
where active noise cancellation comes in. Active noise
cancellation, often abbreviated as ANC, uses an array of
microphones to measure the sound in the world around you.
Electronics then invert the waveform and add it to your
headphone’s audio, effectively canceling out ambient noise. This
technology is quite adept at eliminating a broad range of noises,
from crowd sounds to the drone of airplane engines.
Both active and passive noise cancellation can work together to
seamlessly isolate you from ambient sound, though headphones
which only offer passive cancellation aren’t considered true noise
cancelling headphones—they need to have some kind of
functional ANC feature to earn that title.

Is All Active Noise Cancellation the
Same?
Not at all. Even though the core principle of phase inversion
underlies all ANC headphones, the way the technology is
implemented varies dramatically from brand to brand.
For one, the number of microphones can have a significant effect
on the quality of the noise cancellation; some brands build as
many as 11 tiny microphones into the earcups to accurately
measure ambient sound.
Likewise, some headphones have microphones both inside and
outside the earcups. External mics are used in what’s called
feedforward systems, in which the sound is measured and inverted
before you hear it. That can give good results, but is unable to
measure and correct the actual sound you hear. That’s why some
headphones also use mics inside the earcup for feedback ANC, in
which the headphones make real-time adjustments to what you’re
hearing and apply near-instantaneous corrections to the waveform.
Follow me on Twitter. Check out my website. Send me a
secure tip.
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Cause Massive NBA 2K21
Flip
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Kevin Durant and James Harden

CREDIT: NBA 2K (H/T NBA 2K RATINGS)

Where Brooklyn at?
Chances are, it will be all over your TV or monitor if you play a
lot of NBA 2K21 online.
NBA 2K21 gamers were already selecting the Brooklyn Nets at a
relatively high clip in Play Now Online games, but that figures to
take a huge spike over the next few weeks.
On Wednesday, the Houston Rockets reportedly agreed to a
massive trade that will send disgruntled superstar and future Hallof-Famer James Harden to the Brooklyn Nets in a four-team trade
that also involved the Indiana Pacers and Cleveland Cavaliers.
Here is a breakdown of the entire trade per The Athletic’s Shams
Charania:

The trade makes the Nets the only current team with three players
rated a 90 or above. Currently, the Nets have Kevin Durant and
now Harden rated a 96 overall and Kyrie Irving rated a 92. If
you’re playing without current injuries on, Spencer Dinwiddie is
rated an 83, and there is DeAndre Jordan at 79 and the
sharpshooting Joe Harris at 78.
That, my friends, is what you call a monster NBA 2K team.
In NBA 2K, usually, the most desirable players have a solid
combination of speed, dribbling, three-point shooting, and it’s an
extra bonus if they can finish at the rim with dunks. Durant and
Harden have the full package in 2K, and Irving is only missing the
dunking ability.
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Still, players can initiate offense with three different perimeter
players, and that’s a luxury that no other team in the game
provides. Whether you’re a Nets fan or not, that’s a fun bunch to
control.
Right now, the Los Angeles Lakers are the most commonly
selected team online, but something tells me that could change.
Whether this Nets team will come together in real life remains to
be seen, but prepare to see a heavy dose of Brooklyn whenever
you play PNO.
Follow me on Twitter. Check out my website.
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